HISTORY OF AEGIR

- Lord of the Ocean
- Skilled in the arts of magic
- Married to Ran
- Daughters are spirits of the waves

https://norse-mythology.net/aegir-the-lord-of-the-ocean-in-norse-mythology/
SETTINGS & CLOUD SERVICES

Smartpen Nuances

- Latency
- Battery life
- Chirping
- Blinking red light / No light
- Dot Paper – High quality and high density setting
SETTING CLOUD DESTINATION & FORMATS
Hello! Pen updated
Testing continued...
NOTEBOOK PAPER

Feb 2, 2020
Hello World!
let me show you how this works!

SHARING PENCAS OPTIONS

Share Page
Share Notebook
Auto-Send
Record Pencast
Disconnect Smartpen
Settings
ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

https://www.livescribe.com/site/

Livescribe quick start guide

Smartpen Basics - Lane Community College Sample

aegir pen guide Oct. 2019 - Lane Community College